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The Grecanici of Southern Italy
Governance, Violence, and Minority Politics
Stavroula Pipyrou

“Combining magnifi cent writing with meticulous scholarship, Stavroula Pipyrou discreetly opens 
multiple windows onto the souls and lives of the Grecanici...Her valuable study is free of the na-
tionalistic exaggeration so often associated with the romantic image of rediscovered ethnic outliers 
and offers rich insights into the dynamics of identity in southern Europe.”—Michael Herzfeld, 
Harvard University

The Grecanici are a Greek linguistic minority in the Calabria region of Italy, remnants of a popula-
tion that has resided there since late antiquity. Their language represents a holdover from the 
Middle Ages, at least, and possibly even to the Greek colonies of the classical period. For decades 
the Grecanici passionately fought to be recognized by the Italian state as an offi cial linguistic 
minority, fi nally achieving this goal in 1999. Violence, corruption, and mismanagement are inextri-
cable parts of the social fabric, but Grecanici have crafted the means to invert hegemonic culture 
and participate in the power games of minority politics.

The Grecanici of Southern Italy provides a comprehensive ethnography that examines the ways 
the minority developed and sustain enduring cultural forms of solidarity and relatedness. Stavroula 
Pipyrou proposes the concept of “fearless governance” to describe overlapping and sometimes 
contradictory systems of power, authority, and relational networks that enable the Grecanici to 
achieve political representation at the intersection of local, national, and global encounters. Refut-
ing easy assumptions of top-down governmental infl uence, Pipyrou shows how the Grecanici fi nd 
political representation through the European Union and UNESCO, state policy, civic associations, 
family networks and illegal organizations; not being afraid to take risks, incur wrath, lose friends, 
or risk death in challenging the political status-quo.

Stavroula Pipyrou is Assistant Professor of Social Anthropology and Leverhulme Early Career 
Fellow at University of St. Andrews, UK.
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